
Learner Perceptions of 
Corpora 

and 
Data-driven learning



Research aim:
Introduce corpora as a language 

tool for autonomous learning



1. Corpora
&

DDL



➜ A corpus is “a collection of texts (or 
parts of a text) that are stored and 
accessed electronically”4.

➜ Data-driven learning is the 
application of corpus samples with 
learners5. 

➜ How can corpora be used in the 
classroom?

Definitions and beginnings 



The British National 
Corpus 

5 types of tasks:
i. List
ii. Chart
iii. Collocates
iv. Compare
v. Key-Word-In-Context 

(KWIC)Which task(s) 
would benefit your 
learners?



2. Benefits
&

Challenges 



Benefits

Corpora

Boosts language awareness8

Tool for language queries3

Data-driven learning

Autonomous/learner-led2

     Authentic 
language samples6



Data-driven 
learning

Change in teacher/learner 
roles1 

Amount of raw data to 
analyse6

Challenges 

Corpora

Limited access3

Appearance of website6



Data Collection

1. Needs Analysis 
Interviews

2. VLE Participation

3. Final Interviews



Learner Profiles

LTO



Background of the 
study

11 participants

6 countries

3 corpus-informed tasks



What did 
participants 
like/dislike 
about the 
tasks?



It was useful…more as 
a reference tool. (P.4).

The Good News

Seeing sentences where I 
can use words was really 
interesting with corpora. 
(P.9)

I like to complete 
sentences with specific 
words. (P.1)

It was different 
because I’d never 

used it before... (P.6)

It was interesting 
because the database 

is very huge and 
useful... (P.3)



The Not-so-good News
I need 
to try 
many 
times 

because 
the 

website 
doesn’t 
refresh 

with the 
new 

word.

 (P.1)

The 2nd  
task I 
didn’t 
like so 
much 

because 
the BNC 

site is 
not 

good.

(P.2)

 

I didn’t 
like the 
corpora 
becaus

e I 
want to 

learn 
English, 

not 
study 

it.

(P.5)

Not 
exactly 
that it 
wasn’t 
useful, 

the 
corpora 
site is 
just 

boring.

(P.4)
 



“Interesting but for me? No. Maybe when 
I’m fluent in English.” (P.10)



Quantitatively speaking… 



 

3. Looking forward



How this research informs 
my teaching
➢ A corpus is not a 

teacher in itself

➢ Project Based Learning 
may work better

How would you use 
corpora/DDL in your 
teaching context?



Thank you
Any questions?
Find me:
@Teaching_Cat
Cathrynbennett@ucd.ie
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